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Abstract 
As electronic devices get smaller, cooling systems with higher thermal efficiency is demanding by fast 
growing electronic industry. Great amount of research has been performed on the cooling systems but 
research on the materials of the cooling systems needs more work. Graphite with high thermal conductivity 
and light weight is a great candidate to be used in electronic devices. The bottleneck of using graphene in 
the cooling systems is the thermal transport among the interface from the substrate to the graphene fin 
system. In this research finite element simulation of graphite fin cooling system has been investigated to 
study the effect of different applied pressure on the cooling system performance. Study of this cooling 
system showed good improvement in comparison with common copper fin cooling systems.  
 
Introduction: 
As the electronic devices shrink in size, cooling of the devices is more challenging 
and designing higher efficiency cooling systems is a must for the contemporary 
electronic devices(Lee and Chakrabarty; Mahabadipour and Ghaebi; Sabarou, 
Huang and Zhong). Various methods have been investigated by other researchers to 
improve cooling systems performance (Vasquez and Rastkar; Sahu, Joshi and 
Fedorov; Alfieri et al.; Dembla, Zhang and Bakir). Since the electronic industries 
(e.g. cell phone and laptop computer) demanding smaller size and lower power 
consumption, more fundamental research is required to improve the cooling systems 
from material engineering point of view alongside redesigning the available cooling 
systems(Gupta et al.; Sabarou and Zhong). Recently, researchers have focused on 
using different composite fins in electronic cooling systems to increase the heat 
dissipation characteristics of the cooling systems (Ellis and McDanels; Gerzeski et 
al.; Frazier et al.; Behfar, Ghiasvand and Yazdankhah; Putra and Septiadi; 
Mahabadipour and Ghaebi). The bottleneck of the graphite fin system is the thermal 
transport from the interface between the substrate and fins. Recently many research 
have been performed to improve and study the interfacial thermal transport. 
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Applying pressure to the interface is one of the most common methods of improving 
thermal transport in chip cooling systems(Reddy et al.; Nobakht, Shahsavan and 
Paykani). 
In this paper, we have investigated graphite find performance on a sample electronic 
chip cooling system to improve the heat dissipation rate of a sample cooling system. 
We have employed finite element simulations to perform the numerical modeling in 
our simulations. 
 
 
Simulation method: 
We have considered a 10×20 mm graphite cooling system of an electronic chip 
(Figure 1) with heat flux of 250 W cm−2 (Sahu, Joshi and Fedorov) on silicon paste. 
We used home developed finite element code to simulate heat transfer in the 
considered cooling system. The fin cooling is considered to be force convection of 
3000 Wm-2 (Alimohammadi et al.).  
 
Figure1: cooling system schematic 
The simulation is repeated for different interface pressure for the cooling system and 
interfacial thermal resistance value is considered an average value obtained from the 
available research in literature (Carlborg, Shiomi and Maruyama; Zhang; Ali and 
Seungha; Yousefzadi Nobakht and Shin Pressure Effects on in-Plane and Cross-
Plane Thermal Transport within Graphene Heterostructures; Yousefzadi Nobakht 
and Shin Control of Thermal Transport in Graphene/Si Heterostructures). We used 
hexagonal mesh to improve model stability (Shaw et al.; Liu et al.; Diwan and 
Mahajan) the mesh was generated using G-Mesh (Geuzaine and Remacle) in a 
steady states simulation system. For the first few simulations we performed mesh 
size convergence test and after reaching a stable output for our simulation code, we 
used the same mesh size for all our simulations. 
We used different pressures to evaluate the working temperature of the electronic 
chip in the different cooling system operational conditions. 
The simulation model is a steady state thermal transport with constant heat flux in 
from the chip to the silicon layer and constant convective thermal transport from 
chip system to the ambient air. 
 
Results and discussions: 
Figure 2 shows a sample temperature profile of the simulation results. The resulted 
temperature is almost 17% lower than previous copper fin designs (Reddy et al.). 
Using graphite fins created higher efficiency fins and resulted in lower working 
temperature for the cooling system. 
 
Figure2: cooling system temperature profile 
 
The resulted working temperature for different applied pressure on the cooling 
system is illustrated in Figure 3. It can be seen that the efficiency of the cooling is 
enhancing dramatically as the applied pressure on the cooling system increases.  
 
 Fig 3. Working temperature of the chip with respect to different applied pressures to the cooling system 
interface 
Figure 4 compares the graphite fins working temperature with previous research 
(Reddy et al.). It can be seen that the graphite fins are more effective in cooling 
systems. 
 
 
Conclusions: 
Numerical simulation of graphite fins is investigated in this research. Different 
working conditions was simulated with different pressure applied to the cooling 
system. This research shows that using graphite fins can improve the cooling system 
efficiency in a dramatic way and enhance the working temperature of the electronic 
devices and yield in lower energy consumption and longer electronic devices life.  
The proposed cooling system can be used in the contemporary cooling systems in 
new electronic devices. 
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